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The information in this document is subject to change without notice. Further, the information
provided in this document is provided “as is” and is believed to be accurate, but is presented
without any warranty of any kind, express or implied, except as provided in Tanium’s
customer sales terms and conditions. Unless so otherwise provided, Tanium assumes no
liability whatsoever, and in no event shall Tanium or its suppliers be liable for any indirect,
special, consequential, or incidental damages, including without limitation, lost profits or loss
or damage to data arising out of the use or inability to use this document, even if Tanium Inc.
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
Any IP addresses used in this document are not intended to be actual addresses. Any
examples, command display output, network topology diagrams, and other figures included in
this document are shown for illustrative purposes only. Any use of actual IP addresses in
illustrative content is unintentional and coincidental.
Please visit https://docs.tanium.com for the most current Tanium product documentation.
This documentation may provide access to or information about content, products (including
hardware and software), and services provided by third parties (“Third Party Items”). With
respect to such Third Party Items, Tanium Inc. and its affiliates (i) are not responsible for such
items, and expressly disclaim all warranties and liability of any kind related to such Third
Party Items and (ii) will not be responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your
access to or use of such Third Party Items unless expressly set forth otherwise in an applicable
agreement between you and Tanium.
Further, this documentation does not require or contemplate the use of or combination with
Tanium products with any particular Third Party Items and neither Tanium nor its affiliates
shall have any responsibility for any infringement of intellectual property rights caused by any
such combination. You, and not Tanium, are responsible for determining that any combination
of Third Party Items with Tanium products is appropriate and will not cause infringement of
any third party intellectual property rights.
Tanium is committed to the highest accessibility standards to make interaction with Tanium
software more intuitive and to accelerate the time to success. To ensure high accessibility
standards, Tanium complies with the U.S. Federal regulations - specifically Section 508 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1998. We have conducted third-party accessibility assessments over the
course of product development for many years, and most recently a comprehensive audit
against the WCAG 2.1 / VPAT 2.3 standards for all major product modules was completed in
September 2019. Tanium can make available any VPAT reports on a module-by-module basis
as part of a larger solution planning process for any customer or prospect.
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As new products and features are continuously delivered, Tanium will conduct testing to
identify potential gaps in compliance with accessibility guidelines. Tanium is committed to
making best efforts to address any gaps quickly, as is feasible, given the severity of the issue
and scope of the changes. These objectives are factored into the ongoing delivery schedule of
features and releases with our existing resources.
Tanium welcomes customer input on making solutions accessible based on your Tanium
modules and assistive technology requirements. Accessibility requirements are important to
the Tanium customer community and we are committed to prioritizing these compliance
efforts as part of our overall product roadmap. Tanium maintains transparency on our
progress and milestones and welcomes any further questions or discussion around this work.
Contact your TAM, sales representative, or email accessibility@tanium.com to make further
inquiries.
Tanium is a trademark of Tanium, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. Third-party trademarks
mentioned are the property of their respective owners.
© 2020 Tanium Inc. All rights reserved.
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Enforce overview
Tanium™ Enforce enables unified endpoint management and security by providing
centralized policy management across operating system, application, and security for
Windows and macOS environments regardless of the device’s location - on premises,
remote, or cloud.

Policy
To manage and secure endpoints across environments by providing control and
visibility to all devices, configure a policy.

Policy setting
Specific settings and controls contained within a policy.

Enforcement
An enforcement occurs when a policy is successfully applied to a computer or user
group. Policies can have one of these enforcement states:
Applied
A policy has been successfully enforced. All rules and configurations of the policy are
in effect on the targeted endpoint.

Note: If ALL settings in one policy are duplicates of ALL settings in another policy,
both policies are shown as applied even though only the policy with the lowest
priority number is applied.
Partially Applied
Some of the policy settings are enforced and some are not. This may be because
similar policies with one or more duplicate settings are taking precedence. When
some settings are duplicated across different policies, the settings with the lowest
number priority are applied and higher number priority settings are not applied. This
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results in some settings from a policy being enforced while other settings in the same
policy are not enforced.

Note: Five is the maximum number of not applied or partially applied settings that
can be displayed in the status column.
Not Applied
The policy is not in effect on the endpoint. This could be due to a timing issue if the
policy has been sent to the endpoint but not yet executed on that endpoint. See the
enforcement state reason for more information.
Unsupported
An unsupported status may be due to a policy being applied to an operating system
that does not support the policy settings.
Error
All known and unknown errors.

Integration with other Tanium products
Trends
Enforce has built in integration with Tanium™ Trends for additional reporting of related
data. The Trends initial gallery features boards that provide data visualization of Enforce
concepts.
For more information about how to import the Trends boards that are provided by
Performance, see Tanium Trends User Guide: Importing the initial gallery.
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Succeeding with Enforce
Follow these best practices to achieve maximum value and success with Tanium Enforce.
These steps align with the key benchmark metrics: Provide visibility into the number of
systems managed by Enforce, provide visibility of policy health across enterprise, provide
visibility of hard drive encryption status across enterprise, provide visibility of anti-virus
status across enterprise, and provide visibility of host firewall status across enterprise.

Step 1: Gain organizational effectiveness
☐ Develop a dedicated Change management on page 13 process.
☐ Define distinct roles and responsibilities in a RACI chart on page 13.
☐ Track Enforce maturity on page 16.
☐ Validate cross-functional Organizational alignment on page 15.

Step 2: Install modules and setup Enforce
☐ Create computer groups that will be used to target Enforce policies.
☐ Configure the Enforce service account.
☐ Configure the End-User Notifications shared service.
☐ Configure the Direct-Connect shared service.
☐ Set the action groups for shared services.
☐ Set the action group for Enforce.
☐ Ensure Enforce tools have been deployed.

Step 3: Step 2: Plan Policies
☐ Define criteria for basic testing groups. This could be part of the computer groups you
set previously.
☐ Define success criteria and time-lines for testing, as well as procedures for how to
continue testing if failures occur.
☐ Define a production rollout. How you will target endpoints? Will it be a phased rollout or
a rollout to all production at once?
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Step 4: Step 3: Create policies: General
☐ Configure general policy types. (Any policy not related to anti-virus, disk encryption, or
host firewall)
☐ Create a new policy.
☐ Select policy items required by a specific policy, whether it be a corporate policy,
USGCB, DISA STIG, SOX, HIPA, etc.
☐ Add and configure policy items.
☐ Enforce the policy on computer group or user group targets.
☐ Verify the policy enforcement status reports as Enforced.

Step 5: Step 4: Create policies: Anti-malware
☐ Configure anti-malware policies. (Defender)
☐ Create a new anti-malware policy type.
☐ Ensure the Deploy definition updates using Tanium box is checked. This will enable the
automatic definition feature.
☐ Define settings based on policy requirements (i2).
☐ Be sure to select the Create exclusions for Tanium processes check box in the
Exclusions section.
☐ Enforce the policy on computer group or user targets.
☐ Verify policy enforcement status reports as Enforced.
☐ View Trends reports.

Step 6: Step 5: Create policies: Host firewall
☐ Create a new Windows firewall policy.
☐ Configure the policy and define rules per operational and/or policy requirements.
☐ Enforce the policy on computer group or user targets.
☐ Verify policy enforcement status reports as Enforced.
☐ View Trends reports.
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Step 7: Step 6: Create policies: Machine administrative templates
☐ Create a new Machine administrative template policy.
☐ Configure the policy and define rules per operational and/or policy requirements.
☐ Enforce the policy on computer group or user targets.
☐ Verify policy enforcement status reports as Enforced.
☐ View Trends reports.

Step 8: Step 7: Check Enforce health
Check Defender definition status. Is Enforce downloading definition files as it should?
Ensure endpoint encryption prerequisites are installed. Check the Endpoint Encryption
Settings tab.
Ensure the encryption database connection is available. Check for a warning banner at the
top of the workbench.

Step 9: Step 8: Monitor Enforce metrics
☐ From the Trends menu, click Boards and then click Enforce to view the Enforce
Coverage Status, Host Firewall Enabled, Enforce Tools Installation, Installed Tools
Versions, and Policy Enforcements panels.
☐ Monitor and troubleshoot Enforce coverage status (% of total) on page 64.
☐ Monitor and troubleshoot policy enforcement status (% of total) on page 64
☐ Monitor and troubleshoot host firewall status on endpoints on page 65.
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Gaining organizational effectiveness
There are four key organizational governance steps to maximizing the value delivered by
Tanium Enforce to enable time to value:
l

Develop a dedicated change management process. See Change management on page
13.

l

Define distinct roles and responsibilities. See RACI chart on page 13.

l

Track operational maturity. See Benchmark metrics on page 16.

l

Validate cross-functional alignment. See Organizational alignment on page 15.

Change management
Develop a tailored, dedicated change management process to create a streamlined process
around configuration and compliance policy management across endpoints with one
console.
l

l

l

l

Update SLAs and align activities to key resources for Tanium Enforce activities across
configuration and compliance policy management processes. For example, see RACI
chart on page 13.
Designate change or maintenance windows for various activities across configuration
and compliance policy management scenarios. For example, implement a new
firewall rule or endpoint hardening policy.
Identify internal and external dependencies to your configuration and compliance
policy management process. For example, compliance with standards such as SLAs or
with PCI or HIPAA.
Create a Tanium Steering Group (TSG) for discovery activities to expedite reviews and
approvals of processes that align with SLAs.

RACI chart
A RACI chart identifies the team or resource who is Responsible, Accountable, Consulted,
and Informed, and serves as a guideline to describe the key activities across the security,
risk/compliance, and operations teams. Every organization has specific business processes
and IT organization demands. The following table represents Tanium’s point of view for
how organizations should align functional resources across configuration and compliance
policy management. Use the following table as a baseline example.
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Task

Security
Team

Operations
Team

Risk/Compliance Rationale
Team

A/R

I

I

Security team creates security
policies. For example, firewall
policies, anti-malware policies,
and end-state computer
security settings.

I

A/R

I

Operations team creates
configuration policies. For
example, application settings,
browser settings, operating
system look-and-feel/system
settings.

Deploy
Policies

A/R

A/R

I

The targets created in the
security and configuration
policies are then configured in
Tanium Enforce and policies
are deployed to defined
targets.

Assess Results
of Policies
Using Reports

A/R

A/R

A/R

Using Tanium Enforce, review
the work bench/Trends boards
of policy results for
assessment and remediation of
any findings or need for
configuration changes.

Remediate
Findings and
Configuration
Changes

A/R

A/R

I

Using the output of the results,
action through remediation of
findings and configuration
changes. For example, change
targets, revise policy
configuration errors, and then
the workflow proceeds in a
continuous loop.

Define
Policies:
Define
Security
Policies
Define
Policies:
Define
Configuration
Policies

Assumption: Security Team owns Tanium
Enforce
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Task

Security
Team

Operations
Team

Risk/Compliance Rationale
Team

Responsible, Accountable, Consulted,
Informed

Responsible: Person who performs an activity or does the work.
Accountable: Person who is ultimately accountable and has
Yes/No/Veto.
C onsulted: Person who needs to provide feedback and contribute to
the activity.
Informed: Person who needs to know of the decision or action.

Figure 1: Standard Enforce workflow

Organizational alignment
Successful organizations use Tanium across functional silos as a common platform for
high-fidelity endpoint data and unified endpoint management. Tanium provides a common
data schema that enables security, operations, and risk / compliance teams to assure that
they are acting on a common set of facts that are delivered by a unified platform.
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In the absence of cross-functional alignment, functional silos often spend time and effort in
litigating data quality instead of making decisions on how to manage software and
hardware assets.

Measuring success
Enforce maturity
Managing a configuration and compliance policy management program successfully
includes operationalization of the technology and measuring success through key
benchmarking metrics. The four key processes to measure and guide operational maturity
of your Tanium Enforce program are as follows:
Process

Description

Usage

how and when is Tanium Enforce used in your organization (example: Is Tanium
the sole tool or is it being supplemented by a legacy tool, such as Active Directory
Group Policy?)

Automation

how automated is Tanium Enforce, and how well is it leveraged in automation of
other systems

Functional
Integration

how integrated Tanium Enforce is, across IT security, operations, compliance/risk,
and asset management teams

Reporting

how is data from Tanium Enforce consumed by people and systems within the
organization

Benchmark metrics
In addition to the key configuration and compliance policy management processes, the
three key benchmark metrics that align to the operational maturity of the Tanium Enforce
program to achieve maximum value and success are as follows:
Value Metric

Value Metric #1

Value Metric #2

Value Metric #3

Metric Title

Enforce Coverage (%
of total)

Policy Enforcements (% of
total)

Host firewall enabled

Why this metric
matters

Provides visibility
into the number of
systems managed by
Enforce

Provides visibility of policy
health across enterprise.
Enforcement errors or
unenforced endpoints
introduce risk to the
environment.

Provides visibility of host
firewall status across
enterprise. Endpoints that
don't have a host firewall
installed and enabled
introduce risk to the
environment.
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Value Metric

Value Metric #1

Instrumentation Tools sensor

Value Metric #2

Value Metric #3

Enforce policy status (per
policy type) / managed
endpoints.

Enforce - Host firewall is
enabled (Sensor and Board)

Maturity workflow
Use the following table to determine the maturity level for Tanium Enforce in your
organization.
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Level 1
(Needs
improvemen
t)
Proce
ss

Usage

Level 2
(Below
average)

Enforce
Policies are
imported/nativ verified
e OS,
application, and
security policies
configured/poli
cies are
enforced
through legacy
means
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Level 3
(Average)

Level 4
(Above
average)

Level 5
(Optimized)

Remediation
policies for
control
group of
desktops/
servers are
implemente
d

For end user
desktop
endpoint/te
am is using
Enforce to
push policy
configuratio
ns to
endpoints
and enforce
them for all
managed
technologie
s

Implementation
across all capable
operating
systems
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Level 1
(Needs
improvemen
t)

Level 2
(Below
average)

Level 3
(Average)

Level 4
(Above
average)

Level 5
(Optimized)

Automatio
n

Policies/rules
imported into
Tanium Enforce

Reporting
any policy
enforceme
nt
errors/repo
rts received
and
accuracy
confirmed

Snapshots
are captured
over time
and show
improveme
nt using
native
reporting

Snapshots
are captured
over time
and show
improveme
nt using
native
reporting

For server
endpoints, team
is using Enforce
to push policy
configurations to
endpoints and
enforce them for
all managed
technologies/Enf
orce is the default
for all rapid
response and
immediate
deployment and
enforcement of
configurations

Functional
integration

Native controls
are integrated
as applicable
(example:
Defender,
firewall, and AD
Group Policy)

Native
controls
are
integrated
as
applicable
(example:
Defender,
firewall,
and AD
Group
Policy)

Native
controls are
integrated
as
applicable
(example:
Defender,
firewall, and
AD Group
Policy)

Native
controls are
integrated
as
applicable
(example:
Defender,
firewall, and
AD Group )

Remediation
policies for file
and service
operations
integrated

Reporting

Manual; via
Enforce work
bench/for
operators only

Manual;
Enforce
integration
with native
tools to
export
reports

Automated;
Trends
boards for
operators/p
eer group
only

Automated;
Trends
boards
tailored to
stakeholder
s ranging
from
operator to
executive

Automated;
Trends boards
tailored to
stakeholders
ranging from
operator to
executive
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Metric
s

Level 1
(Needs
improvemen
t)

Level 2
(Below
average)

Level 3
(Average)

Level 4
(Above
average)

Level 5
(Optimized)

Verified
enforceme
nt per
policy (%
of total
enforceme
nts vs.
enforceme
nt errors)

<70%

70-79%

80-89%

90-99%

≥99%

% of hosts
with
firewall
enabled

<70%

70-79%

80-89%

90-99%

≥99%
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Enforce requirements
Review the requirements before you install and use Enforce.

Tanium dependencies
In addition to a license for the Protect module, make sure that your environment meets the
following requirements.
Component

Requirement

Tanium™ Core
Platform

Version 7.2 or later

Tanium™ Client

7.2.314.3211 or later

Tanium products

If you clicked the Install with Recommended Configurations button when
you installed Protect, the Tanium Server automatically installed all your
licensed modules at the same time. Otherwise, you must manually install the
modules that Protect requires, as described under Tanium Console User
Guide: Manage Tanium modules.

The following modules are required for Protect BitLocker and FileVault
policies, but Protect requires the given minimum versions to work with
them:
l

l

Tanium™ Direct ConnectVersion 1.1.0 or later
For Direct Connect 1.3.0 or later, you must use Protect 2.1.1 or later.
Tanium™ End-User NotificationsVersion 1.5.0 or later for BitLocker

Tanium™ Module Server
Enforce is installed and runs as a service on the Tanium Module Server host computer. The
impact on the Module Server is minimal and depends on usage. For more information,
contact your TAM.

Endpoints
Enforce policies support the following endpoint operating systems:
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Anti-malware policy
SYSTEM CENTER ENDPOINT PROTECTION (SCEP)
l

Windows 7

l

Windows Server 2008 R2, 2012 or 2012 R2

WINDOWS DEFENDER
l

Windows 8 or 10

l

Windows Server 2016

BitLocker policy
l

Windows 7 Enterprise or Ultimate
IMPORTANT: Windows 7 endpoints must have a TPM chip to use BitLocker.

l

Windows 8 Enterprise or Pro

l

Windows 10 Education, Pro Education, Enterprise, or Pro

Windows Firewall Management
l

Windows Vista or later

l

Windows Server 2008 or later

Machine Administrative Templates
l

Windows 7 and later

l

Windows Server 2008 R2 and later

Host and network security requirements
Specific processes are needed to run Enforce.

Security exclusions
If security software is in use in the environment to monitor and block unknown host system
processes, your security administrator must create exclusions to allow the Tanium
processes to run without interference.
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Table 1: Enforce security exclusions
Target Device

Process

Module Server

<Tanium Module
Server>\services\enforceservice\7za.exe

Notes

<Tanium Module
Server>\services\enforceservice\node.exe
Windows x86 endpoints

<Tanium
Client>
\Tools\StdUtils\7za.exe
<Tanium Client>
\Tools\Enforce\devcon32.exe
<Tanium
Client
>\Python27\TPython.exe

(7.2.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client
>\Python38\TPython.exe

(7.4.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client>\Python38\*.dll

(7.4.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client>\TaniumCX.exe
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Target Device

Process

Windows x64 endpoints

<Tanium
Client>
\Tools\StdUtils\7za.exe

Notes

<Tanium Client>
\Tools\Enforce\devcon64.exe
<Tanium
Client
>\Python27\TPython.exe

(7.2.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client
>\Python38\TPython.exe

(7.4.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client>\Python38\*.dll

(7.4.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client>\TaniumCX.exe
macOS endpoints

<Tanium
Client>/python27/python

(7.2.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client>/python27/bin/pybin
<Tanium
Client>/python38/python

(7.4.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client>/python38/bin/pybin
<Tanium Client>/TaniumCX
Linux x86 and x64 endpoints

<Tanium
Client>/python27/python

(7.2.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client>/python27/bin/pybin
<Tanium
Client>/python38/python

(7.4.x
clients)

<Tanium
Client>/python38/bin/pybin
<Tanium Client>/TaniumCX
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Ports
The following ports are required for Enforce communication.
Component

Port

Direction

Purpose

Module Server

17475

Inbound

Required only when you use BitLocker and
FileVault policies. Allows communication
between the Module Server and endpoints for
Direct Connect.

Module Server

17476

Loopback

Required only when you use BitLocker and
FileVault policies. Allows notifications on
endpoints from the End-User Notifications
service.

Module Server

5432

Outbound

Required only when you use BitLocker
policies. Allows communication between the
Module Server and the Postgres database
where the recovery keys are stored. This port
is 5432 by default. If you use a different port,
ensure that port is open. You configure this
port for use by Enforce in the Postgres
Connection String field on the Endpoint
Encryption tab in Enforce Settings.

Module Server

17481

Inbound

Required only when you use the recovery
portal with BitLocker or FileVault policies.
Allows communication between the Module
Server and the recovery portal.

Recovery portal server

80 or 443

Inbound

Required only when you use the recovery
portal with BitLocker or FileVault policies.
Allows users to access the recovery portal. Use
port 80 for HTTP or port 443 for HTTPS. Set the
port number and protocol when you run the
install script for the portal.
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User role requirements
Table 2: Enforce Global user role permissions
Permission

Enforce
Enforce
Administrato Operato
r2
r2

Enforce
Service
Accoun
t2

Enforce
Policy
Administrato
r (Global) 2

Enforce
Policy
User
(Globa
l) 2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Globa
l) 2

Enforce
Operator
Read, edit,
and delete
most Enforce
objects
(except edit
access to
Enforce
settings)
Enforce
Administrator
Unrestricted
access to
Enforce
Enforce
Settings Read
Globally all
Enforce
settings
Enforce
Settings Write
Globally edit
all Enforce
settings
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Permission

Enforce
Enforce
Administrato Operato
r2
r2

Enforce
Service
Accoun
t2

Enforce
Policy
Administrato
r (Global) 2

Enforce
Policy
User
(Globa
l) 2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Globa
l) 2

Enforce
Operator
Settings Read
Globally
read most
Enforce
settings
Enforce
Operator
Settings Write
Globally edit
most
Enforce
settings
Show Enforce1
View the
Enforce
workbench
Enforce Policy
Read
Read Enforce
policies
Enforce Policy
Write
Edit Enforce
policies
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Permission

Enforce
Enforce
Administrato Operato
r2
r2

Enforce
Service
Accoun
t2

Enforce
Policy
Administrato
r (Global) 2

Enforce
Policy
User
(Globa
l) 2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Globa
l) 2

Enforce Policy
Prioritize
Edit Enforce
policy
priorities
Enforce Create
Enforcement
Enforce
policies
Enforce Edit
Any
Enforcement
Edit
available
policy
enforcement
s. Users
always have
access to
enforcement
s that they
created.
Enforce
Managed
Definitions
Read
Read
managed
definitions
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Permission

Enforce
Enforce
Administrato Operato
r2
r2

Enforce
Service
Accoun
t2

Enforce
Policy
Administrato
r (Global) 2

Enforce
Policy
User
(Globa
l) 2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Globa
l) 2

Enforce
Managed
Definitions
Write
Edit
managed
definitions
Enforce Disk
Encryption
Recovery Keys
- Read
Read
recovery
keys for disk
encryption
Enforce Disk
Encryption
Recovery Keys
- Delete
Delete
recovery
keys for disk
encryption
Enforce Policy
Template Read
Read policy
templates in
given
content sets
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Permission

Enforce
Enforce
Administrato Operato
r2
r2

Enforce
Service
Accoun
t2

Enforce
Policy
Administrato
r (Global) 2

Enforce
Policy
User
(Globa
l) 2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Globa
l) 2

Enforce Policy
Template Write
Edit policy
templates in
given
content sets
Enforce Policy
Template
Delete
Delete policy
templates in
given
content sets
Enforce Policy
Type Read
Read policy
types in
given
content sets
Enforce Policy
Type Write
Edit policy
types in
given
content sets
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Permission

Enforce
Enforce
Administrato Operato
r2
r2

Enforce
Service
Accoun
t2

Enforce
Policy
Administrato
r (Global) 2

Enforce
Policy
User
(Globa
l) 2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Globa
l) 2

Enforce Policy
Type Delete
Delete policy
types in
given
content sets
Enforce
Reports Read
Read reports
in given
content sets
Enforce
Reports Write
Edit reports
in given
content sets
Enforce
Reports Delete
Delete
reports in
given
content sets
1

To install Enforce, you must have the reserved role of Administrator.

2

This role provides module permissions for Tanium Trends. You can view which Trends
permissions are granted to this role in the Tanium Console. For more information, see Tanium
Trends User Guide: User role requirements.
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Table 3: Global Template (Permissions restricted by operating system content sets:
Windows, macOS, or Linux) user role permissions
Permission

Enforce
Policy
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Policy
User
(Templat
e) 2

2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Templat
e) 2

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key User
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Viewer
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Operator
Read,
edit, and
delete
most
Enforce
objects
(except
edit
access to
Enforce
settings)
Enforce
Administrato
r
Unrestrict
ed access
to Enforce
Enforce
Settings
Read
Globally
read all
Enforce
settings
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Permission

Enforce
Policy
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Policy
User
(Templat
e) 2

2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Templat
e) 2

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key User
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Viewer
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Settings
Write
Globally
edit all
Enforce
settings
Enforce
Operator
Settings
Read
Globally
read most
Enforce
settings
Enforce
Operator
Settings
Write
Globally
edit most
Enforce
settings
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Permission

Enforce
Policy
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Policy
User
(Templat
e) 2

2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Templat
e) 2

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key User
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Viewer
(Templat
e)

Show
Enforce1
View the
Enforce
workbenc
h
Enforce
Policy Read
Read the
Enforce
policy in
given
content
sets
Enforce
Policy Write
Edit the
Enforce
policy in
given
content
sets
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Permission

Enforce
Policy
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Policy
User
(Templat
e) 2

2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Templat
e) 2

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key User
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Viewer
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Create
Enforcement
Enforce
policies in
given
content
sets
Enforce Edit
Any
Enforcement
Edit
available
policy
enforceme
nts. Users
always
have
access to
enforceme
nts that
they
created
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Permission

Enforce
Policy
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Policy
User
(Templat
e) 2

2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Templat
e) 2

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key User
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Viewer
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Managed
Definitions
Read
Read
managed
definitions
in given
content
sets
Enforce
Managed
Definitions
Write
Edit
managed
definitions
in given
content
sets
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Permission

Enforce
Policy
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Policy
User
(Templat
e) 2

2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Templat
e) 2

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key User
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Viewer
(Templat
e)

Enforce Disk
Encryption
Recovery
Keys - Read
Read
recovery
keys for
disk
encryption
in given
content
sets
Enforce Disk
Encryption
Recovery
Keys - Delete
Delete
recovery
keys for
disk
encryption
in given
content
sets
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Permission

Enforce
Policy
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Policy
User
(Templat
e) 2

2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Templat
e) 2

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key User
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Viewer
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Policy
Template
Read
Read
policy
templates
in given
content
sets
Enforce
Policy
Template
Write
Edit policy
templates
in given
content
sets
Enforce
Policy
Template
Delete
Delete
policy
templates
in given
content
sets
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Permission

Enforce
Policy
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Policy
User
(Templat
e) 2

2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Templat
e) 2

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key User
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Viewer
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Policy Type
Read
Read
policy
types in
given
content
sets
Enforce
Policy Type
Write
Edit
policy
types in
given
content
sets
Enforce
Policy Type
Delete
Delete
policy
types in
given
content
sets
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Permission

Enforce
Policy
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Policy
User
(Templat
e) 2

2

Enforce
Policy
Viewer
(Templat
e) 2

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Administra
tor
(Template)

Enforce
Recovery
Key User
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Recovery
Key
Viewer
(Templat
e)

Enforce
Reports
Read
Read
reports in
given
content
sets
Enforce
Reports
Write
Edit
reports in
given
content
sets
Enforce
Reports
Delete
Delete
reports in
given
content
sets
1

To install Enforce, you must have the reserved role of Administrator.

2

This role provides module permissions for Tanium Trends. You can view which Trends
permissions are granted to this role in the Tanium Console. For more information, see Tanium
Trends User Guide: User role requirements.
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Table 4: Module Objects with Access Control by Content Sets
Access
Control
Type

Policy
Definition

Policy
Type

Policy
Templates

Policy
Item

Managed
Definition
Files

Reports

Disk
Encryption
Recovery
Keys

Global

Content
Set

Table 5: Provided Enforce Advanced user role permissions
Permission Enforce
Administrator

Enforce
Operator

Enforce Enforce
Enforce Enforce
Service Policy
Policy Policy
Account Administrator User
Viewer

Read Sensor
Read Plugin

Execute
Plugin

For more information and descriptions of content sets and permissions, see the Tanium
Core Platform User Guide: Users and user groups.
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Getting started
IMPORTANT: For Tanium as a Service, module installation and upgrades are handled
by the service.
Perform the following tasks to get started with Enforce.

Configure action group
By default, the action group is set to All Computers. You can update the action group if
needed in the Administration section of Tanium Console. See Tanium Platform User Guide:
Managing Computer Groups.

Enforce tools
All policies and sensors require Enforce tools to be deployed to the endpoint. Enforce tools
are automatically deployed to all endpoints in the action group.

Upload Anti-malware
In the Enforce > Settings page, select the Anti-Malware tab. Review these settings to
determine if you should modify them.
If Enforce has a problem with an anti-malware definition, an Error displays next to the
definition under Anti-Malware Definitions Status in the Health section of the Enforce
Overview page. View the error reason from Settings > Anti-Malware.

Microsoft System Center Endpoint Protection (SCEP) Installation
Anti-malware policies require that either SCEP or Windows Defender is installed on
endpoints. When SCEP installation is enabled, enforcing an Anti-malware policy
automatically installs SCEP on endpoints that do not support Windows Defender.
You can choose one of the following:
l

Disable SCEP Installation: This is the default state in Protect. Leave disabled if you
are creating Anti-malware SCEP rules and already have SCEP installed on your
endpoints.
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l

Enable SCEP Installation: Use this option to automatically install SCEP on endpoints
that do not support Windows Defender. Once enabled, click Choose Installer or
Update Installer to upload an installer file.
Note: The Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager includes the SCEP
client installation file. For more help locating the SCEP installer, contact your
TAM.

Please refer to Microsoft Technet: Endpoint Protection for more information about SCEP.

Managed Anti-Malware Definitions Download URLs
Windows Anti-malware policies can use Tanium to download and distribute Windows Antimalware definitions.
You can choose one of the following:
l

l

Automatically retrieve definitions from Microsoft: This is the default setting.
Definitions are downloaded from Microsoft.
Download definitions from custom URLs: Use this option if your network cannot
reach Microsoft, and you want to host the files on a local server and specify that URL.

The URLs listed under Managed Anti-Malware Definitions Download URLs specify the
Microsoft links Enforce uses to download definitions.
Please refer to Microsoft Technet: File-Share-Based Definition Updates for more
information about Anti-malware settings.

Next steps
Create Policies
Configure Windows administrative policies for computer groups. See Creating policies on
page 44.

Enforcements
After policies are configured, create enforcements to apply them to endpoints. See
Enforcing policies on page 55.
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Creating policies
You can create the following policies in Enforce.
Machine Administrative Templates
Machine administrative template policies target machine-based Active Directory
administrative template (ADMX) group policy objects on Windows systems. Use
machine administrative policies to apply consistent rules to Windows devices
regardless of the logged in user. See Create a Machine administrative template policy
on page 44

Note: The following Microsoft packages are used in Windows administrative template
policies: Windows 10 baseline, Google Chrome, MS Office, and Windows Security
Baseline ADMX files (MSS-legacy and SecGuide).
Anti-Malware policy
Anti-malware policies use the Microsoft Anti-malware engine to protect your
endpoints from viruses. Configured using Machine administrative templatesWindows Defender Antivirus Active Directory administrative group policy objects on
Windows systems. See Create an Anti-malware policy on page 49.
Windows Firewall
Firewall management policies consist of rules that block or allow network traffic
using the built-in Windows Firewall. See Create a Windows firewall management
policy on page 51.

Create a Machine administrative template policy
1. From the Enforce menu, go to Policies and click the Create Policy button.
2. In the Summary section, do the following:
l
l

Enter a Name and Description for the policy.
From the Policy Type drop-down, select Machine administrative template.
Machine administrative template policies target machine-based ADMX (Active
Directory administrative templates) group policy objects.
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3. In the Configure Policy Settings section, select a category on the left side, and the
available settings for that category appear on the right side.
l Search Categories and Settings— There is a search field at the top of the
categories column on the left side. Type the name of the category or setting you
are looking for and an asterisk appears to the right of all items that contain the
search criteria.

l

Some high-level categories for Machine administrative template policies are
listed in the Machine Administrative Templates Policy Categories Example on
page 45 table below.

Table 6: Machine Administrative Templates Policy Categories Example
Category (top level)

Overview

Control Panel

Includes display, personalization, regional and language
options, and printers.

Google Chrome

Includes cookies, Javascript, and image settings.

MS Security Guide

Includes UAC restrictions and SMB server and client.

MSS (Legacy)

Includes legacy Windows registry values that predate
group policy.

Microsoft Office

Included Window security restrictions and storage of user
passwords.
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Category (top level)

Overview

Network

Includes network connections.

Printers

Includes prevention of security issues with print driver
installation.

Start Menu and Task Bar

Includes notifications.

System

Includes driver installation, display, locale services, group
policy, mitigation options, logon, power management,
removable storage access, and user profiles.

Windows Components

Includes app runtime, attachment manager, autoplay
policies, cloud content, credential user interface, edge UI,
and Windows Defender antivirus.

Note: For the full list of policy settings included in Windows administrative
template files, see Microsoft: Group Policy Settings Reference for Windows and
Windows Server and Microsoft Security Compliance Toolkit 1.0.
4. When you configure a policy, the following settings are available: Not Configured,
Enabled, and Disabled. Both Not Configured and Disabled use default Microsoft
settings. When you change the state to Enabled, you can enter your own settings.
Refer to Microsoft for a detailed explanation of each state.
Note: There is help text from Microsoft for each Policy Setting in the Enforce UI
page for that setting.
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5. Click the Add to Policy button after you configure a policy setting.
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6. Click the Create button at the bottom of the page once all settings for the policy are
complete. The policy now appears in the Policies list.

You can enforce a policy from three different places in the UI.
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l

The Enforcements page

l

The Policy list page

l

The Policy details page

See Enforcing policies on page 55 for details.

Create an Anti-malware policy
Anti-malware policies consist of groups of settings. You can only have one Anti-malware
rule per policy; however, a single Anti-malware rule within one policy can have multiple
settings.
Note: Make sure you have completed the steps detailed in the Upload Anti-malware
on page 42 section before configuring anti-malware policies.

Default Windows Defender Policy
Enforce provides a default Windows Defender policy. View this policy in the Enforce menu >
Policies page. The default policy contains settings for client interface, anti-virus
quarantining, scanning, and exclusions. Expand each policy to view the pre-configured
settings. You can edit or delete this policy. Create an enforcement to deploy it to endpoints.

Configure a new anti-malware policy
1. From the Enforce menu, go to Policies and click the Create Policy button.
2. In the Summary section, do the following:
l Enter a Name and Description for the policy.
l

Select Machine Administrative Templates from the Policy Type drop-down
menu.

3. In the Anti-malware Specific Settings section, click the Create exclusions for Tanium
processes button. The required Tanium exclusions are automatically added to the
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policy. Refer to Exclusions on page 68.

4. Determine if you should keep Deploy definition update using Tanium for Managed
Definitions enabled.
5. Complete the fields for Definition Grace Period to specify how often endpoints use
Tanium to check for Anti-malware definition updates. This value represents how old
an Anti-malware definition can be before the policy is considered unenforced. The
default grace period is 1 day.
Note: By default, Anti-malware rules are configured to use Tanium to deploy
Anti-malware definition updates. If an endpoint has not received an update
within the specified grace period, it is considered unenforced. When this
option is unchecked, endpoints retrieve definitions directly from Microsoft.
6. Search for Windows Defender in the Configure Policy Settings section. Enable
Windows Defender policies and enter settings as needed.
Note: Anti-malware policies require that endpoints have either SCEP or
Windows Defender installed. When SCEP Installation is enabled, enforcing an
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Anti-malware policy automatically installs SCEP on endpoints that do not
support Windows Defender. See Enabling Microsoft System Center Endpoint
Protection (SCEP) Installation to understand how to correctly enable
SCEP installation.
7. Click the Add to Policy button after you configure a policy setting.
8. Click the Create button at the bottom of the page once all settings for the policy are
complete. The policy now appears in the Policies list in the Machines tab. When you
create an Anti-Malware policy, you can add settings to control the user experience.
See Reference: Anti-malware settings on page 67.
9. You can enforce a policy from three different places in the UI.
l

The Enforcements page

l

The Policy list page

l

The Policy details page

See Enforcing policies on page 55 for details.

Create a Windows firewall management policy
Note: When a Windows firewall management policy is enforced on an endpoint,
Enforce starts the MpsSvc (Windows Firewall) service on that endpoint.

Note: The maximum number of firewall rules per policy is 1000.
1. From the Enforce menu, go to Policies and click the Create Policy button.
2. In the Summary section, do the following:
l

Enter a Name and Description for the policy.

l

From the Policy Type drop-down, select Windows Firewall.

3. For Rule Management, choose Replace or Merge
The Replace option removes all existing firewall rules on the endpoint and replaces
them with the rules in this policy. The Merge option leaves the existing firewall
policies on the endpoint in place and adds the rules in this policy.
4. Configure the following settings in the Firewall Profiles section:
l Expand Domain, Private, and/or Public to define the policy profiles. For more
information about protocols, see Microsoft Technet: Understanding Firewall
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Profiles.
l

For Network Selection, choose Default, Enabled, or Disabled.

Create a new Windows firewall rule
1. In the Firewall Rules section, click Add Rule.
2. Complete the following fields for your firewall rule:
Field

Description

Name

This is a required field. Enter a brief name for the rule.

Directio
n

This is a required field. Select Outbound, Inbound, or Bidirectional for the direction of the connection.

Action

This is a required field. Select either Block or Allow depending
on the type of rule you are creating.

Networ
k
Protoco
l

This is a required field. Select a protocol. If you specify UDP
or TCP for the protocol, then you must specify at least one
value in the following fields: Application Path, Local Address
(es), Local Port(s), Remote Address(es), Remote Port(s), or
Service Name.
For more information about protocols, see Microsoft Technet:
Firewall Rule Properties.
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Field

Description

Group

This is an optional field. You can specify a group name here or
choose one that already exists that can help organize your
firewall rules.

Profiles

Select the applicable profiles. If you do not select one or more
profiles, the rule is created as if all profiles were selected.

Applicat An example of an application path is
C:\Windows\System32\WindowsPowerShell\v1.0\
ion
powershell.exe.
Path
Local
Address
(es)

Use this field to target the rule to specific local IP addresses.
Separate IP addresses with commas.

Local
Port(s)

This field is most likely populated for Inbound connections. You
can specify port ranges, for example: 80, 443, 5000-5010.

Remote
Address
(es)

This field can be used to target the rule to a specific remote IP
address. Separate IP addresses with commas.

Remote
Port(s)

This field is most likely populated for Outbound connections.
You can specify port ranges, for example: 80, 443, 5000-5010.

Service
Name

This field can be used for a Windows Service Display name.

3. Click Create to create your policy. Click Add Rule again to add another rule to the
policy.
4. Edit a policy once you have created it by selecting the policy on the Policies page and
then clicking Edit, making any necessary changes, and clicking Enforce Changes if
enforcements exist or Update (if no enforcements are in place).

Import firewall rules from a Windows TSV file
Before you can import a firewall policy into Enforce from a Windows TSV file, you must
export it from Windows.
1. In Windows, go to Windows Firewall Advanced Security.
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2. In the left pane, right-click on Inbound Rules and click Export List. Save the file as a
Text (Tab Delimited) .txt file.

3. In the Firewall Rules section, click the Import button.
4. Click the Select TSV File button to locate the files that contains the exported firewall
rules and click Open. The Import window shows the file name and how many rules
are being imported.
5. Select the Direction.
6. Click Proceed.
7. Repeat these steps for Outbound Rules to export them from Windows and import
them into Protect.
If the file you are importing does not include a Service column, a warning displays. If your
firewall rules depend on the Service field, add the Service column and re-export the firewall
rules from Windows.
To add a Service column
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1. In Windows, go to Windows Firewall with Advanced Security.
2. Select Add/Remove Columns from the View menu.
3. Select Service from Available columns and click Add.
4. Click OK.
5. Select Export List from the Action menu and save it to a file.

Import firewall rules from Tanium Endpoints
1. In the Firewall Rules section, select Import Rules from Tanium Endpoints from the
Import drop-down button.
2. In the Import Rules from Tanium Endpoints window, select the rules already existing
on Tanium endpoints that you want to import
3. Click Add Rules.
4. You can enforce a policy from three different places in the UI.
l The Enforcements page
l

The Policy list page

l

The Policy details page

See Enforcing policies on page 55 for details.

Enforcing policies
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Create enforcements
You can create an enforcement from the policy list page, the policy details page, or the
enforcements page.
1. From the Enforce menu, click Policies.
2. Click the
icon for the policy. From the three dots icon you can Duplicate the
policy or select Enforce Computer Group or Enforce Individual Computers.
3. If you selected:
l Enforce Computer Group - Choose a computer group that has been
defined in the Administration section of Tanium Console. See Tanium
Platform User Guide: Managing Computer Groups. To search for a group,
type the first few letters of the group into the search field.
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l

Enforce Individual Computers - Enter an enforcement Name, and paste a
comma-separated list of computer names into the Computer Names
field. This list must be no longer than 50 computers.

4. Click Save. Click Yes to confirm and create the enforcement.
Note: To un-enforce or remove a policy from an endpoint, delete the enforcement.
To view the status of an enforcement, click the arrow on the Enforcements page to expand
the details section. See Enforcement on page 8 for information on each enforcement state.

Create enforcements from policy details
1. From the Enforce menu, click Policies.
2. Click the policy to be enforced. This takes you to the details page for that policy.
3. Click the Enforce button and select Enforce Computer Group or Enforce Individual
Computers. Refer to Create enforcements on page 56 for the remaining instructions.

Enforce policies from enforcements
1. From the Enforce menu, click Enforcements.
2. Click the Create Enforcement and select Enforce Computer Group or Enforce
Individual Computers. Refer to Create enforcements on page 56 for the remaining
instructions.

Prioritize policies
A single policy can contain multiple settings. When several policies are enforced on an
endpoint, unique settings across all policies are applied. If duplicate settings exist for an
endpoint, the setting with the lowest priority number takes precedence. See Enforce
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overview on page 8 for more information about how policy settings are applied to
endpoints.
Note: The policy with the highest priority has the lowest priority number. For
example, a policy with a priority of 1 takes precedence over a policy with a priority of
10.
Set the prioritization of policies to determine which policy setting is applied if a conflict
exists.
1. Navigate to Policies and click the Prioritize button to make the priority fields
editable.
2. Click the priority field for the policy you want to change and enter a new priority
number. Click the
to accept the change or the
to undo the change. When you
click the check mark, the priority number for all policies update based on your
change.

3. Click Save to keep the new priorities or cancel to undo them and revert back to the
original priorities.

Role-based access control and configuration visibility
When policies are put in content sets by different users with different permissions, a user
might have partial visibility into configuration items or lose visibility into items to which
that user originally had access. For example, if you create a policy and apply it to a group of
endpoints, then another user applies that same policy to a different group of endpoints on
which you do not have permissions, you lose the permissions to edit that policy.
Note: If you move a policy from one content set to another content set, it can take up
to an hour for all configuration changes to take place. The policy is updated
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immediately, but packages and saved content can take up to an hour to align
because they require a sync activity to take place.
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Using best practices with policies
Anti-malware policies
In order for Anti-malware policies to be enforced correctly, you must enable Managed
Definitions to deploy Microsoft anti-malware definitions through Tanium. If your endpoints
have Windows 7 or older, enable SCEP. (Settings > Anti-Malware)

Firewall rules
With Enforce, do not manage Windows Firewall with Group Policy Management Editor. In
order for firewall policies created under Enforce to take effect, the Group Policy Firewall
setting must be set to Not configured.
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Troubleshooting Enforce
To collect and send information to Tanium for troubleshooting, collect logs and other
relevant information.

Collect logs
The information is saved as a ZIP file that you can download with your browser.
1. From the Enforce home page, click Help

, then the Troubleshooting tab.

2. Click Collect.
A Enforce-support.[timestamp].zip file downloads to the local download
directory.
3. Attach the ZIP file to your Tanium Support case form or send it to your TAM.
Tanium Enforce maintains logging information in the Enforce.log file in the
\Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Module Server\services\Enforce
directory.

Change endpoint status report settings
Click Settings and go to General to change the following settings that govern how you can
use Enforce to interact with endpoints:
Question Completion Percentage
This setting specifies what percentage of endpoints must respond to the question
before the question is considered complete. If questions take a long time to complete
in your Tanium environment, you might want to lower the percentage in this setting.
By default, Question Completion Percentage is set to 85%.
Reissue Action Interval
This setting specifies how often Enforce enforcement actions are reissued. By default,
enforcement actions are reissued every hour. The minimum allowed value for this
field is 10 minutes.
Distribute Over Time
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This setting controls whether endpoints apply enforcements the moment they receive
the action (Immediate) or at unique moments within the saved action interval
(Diffused). Diffusing enforcements over time can help prevent a surge in network
traffic in exchange for a slower time to compliance. The default setting for Distribute
Over Time is 0 where all enforcements are deployed at once.

Enforce sensors
The following Enforce sensors are available:
Note: Not all Enforce sensors report back the most recent data. Most provide
information gathered during the latest validation check on the endpoint. Validation
checks are performed at intervals of approximately 15 minutes.
Enforce - Anti-Malware Definition Outdated
Reports the current Windows Anti-malware definition version installed on the
computer is out of date.
Enforce - Anti-Malware Definition Version
Reports the current Windows Anti-malware definition version installed on the
computer.
Enforce - Anti-Malware Engine Version
Reports the current Windows Anti-malware engine version installed on the computer.
Enforce - Anti-Malware Threat Details
Reports all anti-malware threats along with detection date, process name, and file
paths.
Enforce - Anti-Malware Threats Last X Days
Given a number of days in the past, this sensor reports all anti-malware threats since
that date.
Enforce - Coverage Status
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Returns "Optimal" if Enforce is installed and running, "Needs Attention" if Enforce is
not installed or is not healthy, "Unsupported" if the operating system is not
supported.
Enforce - Diagnostic - Applied Machine Policies
Specifically for small scale diagnostics. Returns the status of machine policy settings
that are applied or partially applied on endpoints
Enforce - Diagnostic - Applied Policy Items
Specifically for small scale diagnostics. Returns a list of all policy items to be applied
on endpoints, including those that will not apply because they are superseded by a
duplicate setting.
Enforce - Firewall Rules [Linux]
Reports all configured firewall rules on linux endpoints.
Enforce - Firewall Rules [Windows]
Reports all configured firewall rules.
Enforce - Machine Policy Status
Given a list of Policy Id numbers, reports the enforcement status of each.
Enforce - Machine Policy Status [VBS]
Given a list of Policy Id numbers, reports the enforcement status of each. Unlike other
sensors, VBS sensors provide up-to-the-minute results.
Enforce - Tools Version
Reports support and installation details. Checks if the endpoint supports the tools
and has enough disk space. If a package has been deployed, reports the install
location, version of tools, and if all the required tools are present.
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Monitor and troubleshoot Enforce coverage status (% of total)
The following table lists contributing factors into why the Enforce coverage might be lower
than expected, and corrective actions you can take.
Contributing Factor

Corrective
Action(s)

Incorrect targeting criteria used in computer groups

Ensure
computers
that should
be
managed
by Enforce
are
included in
computer
group
creation.

Enforce action group is too narrow

Ensure
computer
groups that
should be
managed
by Enforce
are
included in
the Enforce
action
group.

Monitor and troubleshoot policy enforcement status (% of total)
The following table lists contributing factors into why the Enforce policy enforcement
coverage might be lower than expected, and corrective actions you can take.
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Contributing Factor

Corrective
Action(s)

Enforce tools are not deployed

Ensure
computer
groups that
should be
managed by
Enforce are
included in
the Enforce
action
group.

Domain Group Policy is currently applied

Reference
the output
from
enforcement
policy status
and work
with Active
Directory
team to set
conflicting
policy items
to “Not
Defined” in
the domain
policy.

Monitor and troubleshoot host firewall status on endpoints
The following table lists contributing factors into why the Enforce host firewall metric might
be lower than expected, and corrective actions you can take.
Contributing Factor

Corrective
Action(s)

Host based firewall is not installed

Deploy
Windows
firewall
policy.
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Contributing Factor

Corrective
Action(s)

Host based firewall is not enabled

Deploy the
Windows
firewall
policy that
enables the
Windows
firewall for
all profiles
(Domain,
Public, and
Private).
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Reference: Anti-malware settings
When you create an Anti-Malware policy, you can add settings to control the user
experience. These settings apply to both System Center Endpoint Protection (SCEP) and
Windows Defender Antivirus unless they are labeled (SCEP only) or (Defender only).
Refer to Configure Microsoft Defender Antivirus with Group Policy for more details.

Client Interface
Display additional text to clients when they need to perform an action
Set a custom message to display to users when they need to perform an action. The
string must be less than 1024 characters.
Example: Contact our company help desk at 555-1212 for more help.
Display notifications to clients when they need to perform actions
Configure whether to display notifications to users when they need to perform an
action.
Enable or do not configure this setting to display notifications to users when
they need to perform an action.
Disable this setting to prevent notifications from being displayed to users.
Enable headless UI mode
Configure whether the Windows anti-malware user interface displays to users.
Enable this setting to hide the Windows anti-malware user interface from users.
Disable or do not configure this setting to show the Windows anti-malware user
interface to users.
Suppresses reboot notifications
Configure whether reboot notifications display to users.
Enable this setting to suppress reboot notifications.
Disable or do not configure this setting to display reboot notifications to users.
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Exclusions
Extension Exclusions
Specify file extensions to exclude from scanning.
Example: obj
IP address range Exclusions
Specify IP addresses to exclude from network scanning.
Example: 157.1.45.123-60.1.1.1
Path Exclusions
Specify file paths to exclude from scanning.
Example: C:\Program Files
Port number Exclusions
Specify TCP ports to exclude from network scanning.
Example: 17472
Process Exclusions
Specify a path to a process to exclude all files opened by that process from scanning.
Each value must be a full path to a process. The process itself is still scanned.
Example: C:\Windows\Program.exe
Process Exclusions for outbound traffic
Specify a path to a process to exclude outbound traffic from that process from
network scanning.
Example: C:\Windows\Program.exe
Threat ID Exclusions
Exclude specific threats from network scanning.
Example: 2925110632
Turn off Auto Exclusions (Defender Only)
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Turn Automatic Exclusions on or off.
Enable this setting to turn off Automatic Exclusions.
Disable or do not configure this setting to turn on Automatic Exclusions.

MAPS
Configure local setting override for reporting to MAPS
Allow the local preference for joining the Microsoft Active Protection Service to
override the group policy.
Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Join MAPS
Join the Microsoft Active Protection Service. Possible values are:
l

Disabled

l

Basic MAPS

l

Advanced MAPS

Send file samples when further analysis is required
Configure how samples are sent to the Microsoft Active Protection Service. Possible
values are:
l

Always prompt

l

Send safe samples

l

Never send

l

Send all samples

Network Inspection System
Define the rate of detection events for logging
Control the time interval in minutes for logging of detection events. Each event is
logged at most once per time interval.
Default value: 60
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Specify additional definition sets for network traffic inspection
Specify additional definition sets to enable for network scanning. Each value must be
a GUID of a definition set to enable.
Example: {b54b6ac9-a737-498e-9120-6616ad3bf590}
Turn on definition retirement
Control whether known network vulnerabilities are scanned for after they are
patched.
Enable or do not configure this setting to stop checking for network
vulnerabilities after they are patched.
Disable this setting to always check for known network vulnerabilities.
Turn on protocol recognition
Control whether network protocol recognition is used to protect against attacks from
known vulnerabilities.
Enable or do not configure this setting to enable network protocol recognition.
Disable this setting to disable network protocol recognition.

Quarantine
Configure local setting override for the removal of items from Quarantine folder
Allow the local preference for the number of days to keep items in the quarantine
folder to override the group policy.
Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Configure removal of items from Quarantine folder
Define the number of days that items are kept in the quarantine folder before they
are removed. By default, items remain in the quarantine folder indefinitely.
Example: 30
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Real-time Protection
Configure local setting override for monitoring file and program activity on your
computer
Allow the local preference for file and program activity to override the group policy.
Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Configure local setting override for monitoring for incoming and outgoing file activity
Allow the local preference for monitoring of incoming and outgoing file activity to
override the group policy.
Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Configure local setting override for scanning all downloaded files and attachments
Allow the local preference for scanning downloaded files and attachments to override
the group policy.
Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Configure local setting override for turn on behavior monitoring
Allow the local preference for behavior monitoring to override the group policy.
Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Configure local setting override for turn on script scanning (SCEP Only)
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Allow the local preference for script scanning to override the group policy.
Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Configure local setting override to turn off Intrusion Prevention System
Allow the local preference for network scanning to override the group policy.
Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Configure local setting override to turn on real-time protection
Allow the local preference for turning on real-time protection to override the group
policy.
Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Configure monitoring for incoming and outgoing file and program activity
Configure whether incoming or outgoing files are scanned. On servers with heavy
network traffic, disabling scanning for a particular direction can help to achieve
optimal network performance. This setting is applicable only to NTFS volumes.
Define the maximum size of downloaded files and attachments to be scanned
Configure the maximum size of downloaded files and attachments to scan. The value
is the maximum file size in kilobytes.
Example: 524288
Monitor file and program activity on your computer
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Configure monitoring of file and program activity.
Enable or do not configure this setting to turn on monitoring of file and
program activity.
Disable this setting to turn off monitoring of file and program activity.
Scan all downloaded files and attachments
Configure scanning of downloaded files and attachments.
Enable or do not configure this setting to scan all downloaded files and
attachments.
Disable this setting to turn off scanning of downloaded files and attachments.
Turn off real-time protection
Configure whether users are prompted when known malware is detected.
Enable this setting to never prompt users to take action when malware is
detected.
Disable or do not configure this setting to prompt users to take action when
malware is detected.
Turn on behavior monitoring
Turn behavior monitoring on or off.
Enable or do not configure this setting to enable behavior monitoring.
Disable this setting to enable behavior monitoring.
Turn on Information Protection Control
Turn Information Protection Control on or off.
Enable this setting to turn on Information Protection Control.
Disable or do not configure this setting to turn off Information Protection
Control.
Turn on network protection against exploits of known vulnerabilities
Configure network protection from known vulnerabilities.
Enable or do not configure this setting to turn on network protection.
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Disable this setting to turn off network protection.
Turn on process scanning whenever real-time protection is enabled
Configure whether all processes are scanned when real-time protection is first turned
on. This scan can detect malware that starts when real-time protection is off.
Enable or do not configure this setting to start a process scan when real-time
protection is turned on.
Disable this setting to not start a process scan when real-time protection is
turned on.
Turn on raw volume write notifications
Configure notifications of raw volume writes.
Enable or do not configure this setting to turn on raw write notifications.
Disable this setting to turn off raw write notifications.
Turn on script scanning (SCEP Only)
Configure script scanning.
Enable or do not configure this setting to enable script scanning.
Disable this setting to disable script scanning.

Remediation
Configure local setting override for the time of day to run a scheduled full scan to
complete remediation
Allow the local preference for the scheduled scan time to override the group policy.
Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Specify the day of the week to run a scheduled full scan to complete remediation
Schedule the day of the week to perform a full scan.
Specify the time of day to run a scheduled full scan to complete remediation
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Specify the time of day to perform a full scan. The value is the number of minutes
past midnight in the local time for the endpoint to perform the scan.
Example: 180

Reporting
Configure time out for detections in critically failed state
Set the time in minutes for a "critically failed" detection to move to "additional
action" or be "cleared."
Example: 7200
Configure time out for detections in non-critical failed state
Set the time in minutes to "clear" a "non-critically failed" detection.
Example: 7200
Configure time out for detections in recently remediated state
Sets the time in minutes to "clear" a "completed" detection.
Example: 7200
Configure time out for detections requiring additional action
Set the time in minutes to "clear" an "additional action."
Example: 7200
Configure Watson events (SCEP Only)
Use this policy setting to configure whether or not Watson events are sent. This value
has been deprecated as of the February 2015 anti-malware platform update. For
more information, see Microsoft: February 2015 anti-malware platform update for
Endpoint Protection clients.
Configure Windows software trace preprocessor components
Configure the Windows software trace preprocessor.
Configure WPP tracing level
Configure tracing levels for the Windows software trace preprocessor (WPP Software
Tracing). The allowed values are Error (1), Warning (2), Info (3), or Debug (4).
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Example: 1

Scan
Allow users to pause scan
Allow users to pause a scan while it is in progress.
Enable or do not configure this setting to add a new context menu to the task
tray icon that allows users to pause a scan.
Disable this setting to prevent users from pausing scans.
Check for the latest virus and spyware definitions before running a scheduled scan
Check for new virus and spyware definitions before running a scan. This setting does
not apply to scans started manually from the user interface.
Enable to check for new definitions before running a scan.
Disable or do not configure this setting for scans to use existing definitions.
Configure local setting override for maximum percentage of CPU utilization
Allow the local preference for maximum CPU utilization to override the group policy.
Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Configure local setting override for schedule scan day
Allow the local preference for the scheduled scan day to override the group policy.
Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Configure local setting override for scheduled quick scan time
Allow the local preference for the scheduled quick scan time to override the group
policy.
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Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Configure local setting override for scheduled scan time
Allow the local preference for the scheduled scan time to override the group policy.
Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Configure local setting override for the scan type to use for a scheduled scan
Allow the local preference for the scan type to use during a scheduled scan to
override the group policy.
Enable this setting for the local preference to have precedence over the group
policy.
Disable or do not configure this setting for the group policy to have precedence
over the local preference.
Create a system restore point
Configure whether a daily system restore point is created on an endpoint before it is
cleaned.
Enable this setting to create a system restore point before cleaning.
Disable or do not configure this setting to prevent a system restore point from
being created.
Define the number of days after which a catch-up scan is forced (Defender Only)
Specify the number of consecutive scheduled scans that can be missed until a forced
catch-up scan runs.
Example: 2
Default value: 2
Run full scan on mapped network drives
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Configure whether mapped network drives are scanned.
Enable this setting to scan mapped network drives.
Disable or do not configure this setting to prevent scanning mapped network
drives.
Scan archive files
Configure whether archive files are scanned. Archive files are ZIP or CAB files.
Enable or do not configure this setting to scan archive files.
Disable this setting to prevent scanning archive files.
Scan network files
Configure whether network files are scanned.
Enable this setting to scan network files.
Disable or do not configure this setting to prevent scanning network files.
Scan packed executables
Configure whether packed executables are scanned.
Enable or do not configure this setting to scan packed executables. For best
results, use this setting.
Disable this setting to prevent scanning of packed executables.
Scan removable drives
Configure whether removable drives, such as USB flash drives, are scanned when
running a full scan.
Enable this setting to scan removable drives during any type of scan.
Disable or do not configure this setting to prevent scanning of removable
drives in full scans. Removable drives can still be scanned during quick scans
and custom scans.
Specify the interval to run quick scans per day
Configure the quick scan interval in hours. The value 0 means that quick scans are
never scheduled.
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Example: 24
Default value: 0
Specify the maximum depth to scan archive files
Set the maximum directory depth that archive files are unpacked during scanning.
Archive files are ZIP or CAB files.
Example: 1
Default value: 0
Specify the maximum percentage of CPU utilization during a scan
Set the maximum percentage CPU utilization allowed during a scan. Valid percentage
values can range from 5 to 50. The value 0 means that there is no limit.
Example: 5
Default value: 50
Specify the maximum size of archive files to be scanned
Set the maximum size of archive files that are scanned. Archive files are ZIP or CAB
files. The value is the number of kilobytes. The value 0 means that there is no size
limit.
Example: 1048576
Default value: 0
Specify the scan type to use for a scheduled scan
Specify the scan type used during scheduled scans. By default, scheduled scans use
quick scans.
Specify the time for a daily quick scan
Specify the time of day when a daily quick scan runs. The value is the number of
minutes past midnight in the local time for the endpoint to perform the scan.
Example: 180
Default value: 120
Start the scheduled scan only when computer is on but not in use
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Set whether scans begin only when the endpoint is idle.
Enable or do not configure this setting to start scans only when the endpoint is
idle.
Disable to start scans at the scheduled time.
Turn on catch-up full scan
Configure whether to start a full scan if two consecutive scheduled scans are missed.
The full scan starts the next time someone logs in after the scheduled scans are
missed.
Enable this setting to turn on catch-up full scans.
Disable or do not configure this setting to turn off catch-up full scans.
Turn on catch-up quick scan
Configure whether to start a quick scan if two consecutive scheduled scans are
missed. The quick scan starts the next time someone logs in after the scheduled
scans are missed.
Enable this setting to turn on catch-up quick scans.
Disable or do not configure this setting to turn off catch-up quick scans.
Turn on e-mail scanning
Configure whether email and email attachments are scanned.
Enable this setting to turn on email scanning.
Disable or do not configure this setting to turn off email scanning.
Turn on heuristics
Heuristics improve the capability to flag new threats.
Enable or do not configure this setting to turn on heuristics. For best results,
use this setting.
Disable this setting to turn off heuristics.
Turn on removal of items from scan history folder
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Configure the number of days that items are kept in the scan history folder before
being permanently removed. The value 0 means that items are never removed from
the history folder.
Example: 7
Default: 30
Turn on reparse point scanning
Configure whether reparse points are scanned. Reparse points are followed to a
maximum depth, so a recursive reparse point might slow down scanning, but it does
not cause an error.
Enable this setting to scan reparse points.
Disable or do not configure this setting to prevent reparse point scanning.

Signature Updates
Allow definition updates from Microsoft Update
Enable definition updates to be downloaded from Microsoft Update even if Automatic
Updates are configured to use a different download source.
Enable this setting to download definition updates from Microsoft Update.
Disable or do not configure this setting to download definition updates from
the configured source.
Allow definition updates when running on battery power
Configure whether definitions are updated when an endpoint is running on battery
power.
Enable or do not configure this setting to update definitions even when an
endpoint is running on battery power.
Disable this setting to turn off definition updates when an endpoint is running
on battery power.
Allow notifications to disable definitions based reports to MAPS
Enable receiving notifications from MAPS to disable definitions that are causing false
positives. MAPS must be configured on an endpoint to successfully use this
functionality.
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Enable or do not configure this setting to receive notifications from MAPS to
disable definitions that are causing false positives.
Disable this setting to turn off receiving notifications from MAPS to disable
definitions.
Allow real-time definition updates based on reports to MAPS
Enable real-time definition updates if MAPS finds that the latest definition update has
definitions for a threat involving an unknown file. MAPS must be configured on an
endpoint to successfully use this functionality.
Enable or do not configure this setting to enable real-time definition updates.
Disable this setting to turn off real-time definition updates.
Check for the latest virus and spyware definitions on startup
Specify whether definition updates should be checked at service startup.
Enable this setting to check for definition updates at service startup.
Disable or do not configure this setting to prevent checking for definition
updates at service startup.
Define file shares for downloading definition updates
Set UNC file shares for downloading definition updates. The file shares are tried in
the specified order.
Example: \\corp\updates
Define the number of days after which a catch-up definition update is required
Specify the number of days that can pass before a forced catch-up definition update.
Example: 7
Default value: 1
Define the number of days before spyware definitions are considered out of date
Set the number of days that can pass before spyware definitions are considered out
of date.
Example: 7
Default value: 14
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Define the number of days before virus definitions are considered out of date
Set the number of days that can pass before virus definitions are considered out of
date.
Example: 7
Default value: 14
Define the order of sources for downloading definition updates
Specify the order for definition update sources to be contacted. Possible values are:
l

Microsoft Update

l

Microsoft Malware Protection Center

l

Internal definition update server

l

File shares

Initiate definition update on startup
Configure whether definitions are updated on startup when there is no antimalware
engine.
Enable or do not configure this setting to enable definition updates on startup
when no antimalware engine is present.
Disable this setting to turn off definition updates when no antimalware engine
is present.
Specify the day of the week to check for definition updates
Specify the day of the week to check for definition updates. By default, updates are
checked every day.
Specify the interval to check for definition updates
Specify the definition update check interval in hours.
Example: 12
Specify the time to check for definition updates
Specify the time of day to check for definition updates. The value is the number of
minutes past midnight in the local time for the endpoint to check for definition
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updates. By default, definition updates are checked 15 minutes before the scheduled
scan time.
Example: 120
Turn on scan after signature update
Configure whether a scan should start after a definition update.
Enable or do not configure this setting to start a scan after a definition update.
Disable this setting to not start a scan after a definition update.

System Center Endpoint Protect
Turn on Potentially Unwanted Application (PUA) detection (SCEP Only)
Block PUAs from being downloaded through Internet Explorer, Firefox, and Chrome.
Disable or do not configure this setting to disable improved PUA detection.
Turn on threat file hash logging (SCEP Only)
Determines whether or not the file hash (SHA1) of any detected threat files is
recorded in the event log for additional research and correlation with other threat
streams. When a threat file is detected and hash logging is enabled, EventID 1120 is
recorded in the system log.
Enable this setting for events to be recorded.
Disable or do not configure this setting for threat file hashes to not be
recorded to the event log.
Turn on virus definitions (SCEP Only)
Manage virus definitions used during a scan.
Enable or do not configure this setting for virus definitions to be used during
scans.
Disable this setting for virus definitions to not be used during scans.

Threats
Specify threat alert levels at which default action should not be taken when detected
Customize the remediation action to take for each threat alert level.
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Possible values for threat alert levels are:
l

Low

l

Medium

l

High

l

Severe

Possible values for remediation actions are:
l

Quarantine

l

Remove

l

Ignore

Specify threats upon which default action should not be taken when detected
Customize the remediation action to take for each detected Threat ID. Possible values
for remediation actions are:
l

Quarantine

l

Remove

l

Ignore

Windows Defender
Allow antimalware service to remain running always
Choose whether the Windows Anti-malware service keeps running when virus and
spyware definitions are disabled.
Enable this setting to keep the Windows Anti-malware service running when
virus and spyware definitions are disabled.
Disable or do not configure this setting to stop the Windows Anti-malware
service when virus and spyware definitions are disabled.
Allow antimalware service to startup with normal priority
Modify the startup priority of the Windows Defender service. This might impact
performance.
Enable or do not configure this setting to start the Windows Anti-malware
service with normal priority.
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Disable this setting to start the Windows Anti-malware service with low priority.
Configure local administrator merge behavior for lists
Control whether local preferences for exclusions and threats are merged with the
group policy.
Enable or do not configure this setting to merge local preferences with the
group policy. Group policy settings take precedence over local preferences.
Disable this setting to ignore local preferences.
Define addresses to bypass proxy server
Bypass the proxy for a specific IP address. The value must be a valid URL.
Define proxy server for connecting to the network
Configure a proxy to use for downloading definition updates or reporting events to
MAPS. By default, the following settings are used in order:
1. Internet Explorer proxy settings
2. Auto-detect
3. None
Randomize scheduled task times
Randomize the start time of scheduled tasks.
Enable or do not configure this setting for scheduled tasks to begin randomly
within 30 minutes of their scheduled start time.
Disable this setting for scheduled tasks to begin at their scheduled start time.
Turn off routine remediation
Control whether Windows Anti-malware automatically remediates threats.
Enable this setting to prevent automatic remediation. Instead, users are
prompted with a choice of actions to take.
Disable or do not configure this setting to automatically take action on all
detected threats.
Turn off Windows Defender
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Turn Windows Anti-malware on or off.
Enable this setting to turn off Windows Anti-malware.
Disable or do not configure this setting to turn on Windows Anti-malware.
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